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ABSTRACT 

 
New nuclear power plant designs are including integrated I&C digital systems for protection, control, alarming and 

monitoring. Existing operating nuclear power plants, as is the case of Angra 1 nuclear power plant, have to consider 

the replacement of their I&C analog systems by digital systems for retrofitting their facilities. However, before 

replacing the analog control loops by digital ones it is necessary to design and evaluate their performance, which 

requires modeling of the plant and its control system with extensive simulations under several normal and abnormal 

operation conditions. 

 

This paper discusses the use of a linear quadratic regulator (LQR) digital controller for evaluating the plant stability 

behavior before the actuation of the reactor protection system. The objective is to evaluate the effect of digital 

controllers on plant behavior for several transients and accident conditions. For this purpose, a numerical model was 

developed and implemented as a Matlab
TM

 tool. 

 

This paper discusses an adequate framework in order to simulate a set of transients and accidents that constitute the 

design basis in the final safety analysis report of PWR power plants to evaluate the performance of digital 

controllers such as LQR regulators. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

New nuclear power plant designs are including integrated I&C digital systems and existing 

operating nuclear power plants are considering the replacement of their I&C analog systems by 

digital systems because of obsolescence. It is necessary to design and evaluate digital systems 

performance in this task, which requires plant and control system modeling, simulating normal 

and abnormal operation conditions, including design basis accidents. 
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The simulation model must include all the safety systems in the primary system and secondary 

system (turbine-generator water-steam cycle) plus the control systems. For the stability analysis 

of control systems, state-space variables such as pressurizer pressure, steam generator water 

drum level, core temperatures (fuel and coolant), steam pressure, power level and reactivity, 

among others, should be compared to those of the final safety analysis report (FSAR) to observe 

the control behavior and performance. One goal is to reduce variable oscillations and keep the 

plant under operation, increasing its availability and safety performance. 

 

This paper discusses an adequate framework in order to simulate a set of transients and accidents 

that constitute the design basis in the final safety analysis report of PWR plants to evaluate the 

performance of digital controllers such as LQR regulators. 

 

 

2. WHICH IS THE BEST DIGITAL CONTROLLER? [1] 

 

Analog control systems use, in general, classic proportional-integrative-derivative (PID) 

controllers. Digital control allows using control techniques beyond the classic PID controller, 

and enables the treatment of system non-linearity being controlled not only in local subsystems 

controllers, but also in global system control. 

 

This paper discusses the case of a global controller of the whole plant. There are several 

possibilities when implementing a digital controller. These can be divided in two types: 

controllers with discrete events and controllers with continuous events. Control techniques with 

discrete events are more suited to a hierarchical supervisory control, when combining in a hybrid 

control all local continuous controls with discrete events control in a high hierarchical position. 

 

We must distinguish two types of continuous control techniques: linear and non-linear control 

methods. Among the first are the methods of optimal control LQR, LQG, LQG/LTR, μ synthesis 

and H-infinity. Between linear and nonlinear methods, there are two kinds of methods. The first 

is the adaptive control or model-based control, which, although being considered a linear 

technique, has a feedback feature using state variables estimation or prediction that gives it a 

nonlinear nature. The second type is constituted by intelligent control methods, i.e., neural 

networks, fuzzy rules and control by genetic algorithms. 

 

If we are not interested in high level of fault tolerance and there is a mathematical model 

available to represent the system to be controlled, there is no need to use intelligent control 

techniques. A disadvantage compared to other methods is that we may need costly computational 

tests to prove the convergence and stability of a neurofuzzy controller. 

 

It is not our intention to investigate non-linear methods (see conclusions), therefore we are 

concentrated in analyzing performance of linear methods. With regard to strictly linear methods, 

it was found that the LQR (Linear Quadratic Regulator) method differs from LQG by the fact 

that the complete observation of system states is needed (C = I and the noise e = 0, as will be 

discussed later), which in practice is not feasible. The LQG method requires a partial observation 
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of the system state by y(t) = Cx(t), but loses the robust properties of the LQR method that 

ensures stable phase margin and infinite gain margin. 

 

Some authors found certain solutions, as discussed in Ref. [1] to compensate for the undesirable 

effects of the traditional LQG controller, via an algorithm to appropriately choose the poles of 

the controller to offset the unwanted effects of the poles of the optimal controller and its Kalman 

filter observer. A more efficient alternative was found in the LTR method (Loop Transfer 

Recovery) whose basic idea is to design a LQG controller that has the phase margin properties 

and gain margin of a LQR controller. However, the LQG/LTR method may require multiple 

controllers of this type for various power ranges, covering all plant operation situations from the 

rated power condition. 

 

Both the H-infinity and the H2 methods are based on mathematical norms that take the same 

name as in complex analytic functions. Within this concept, the LQG problem is to minimize the 

norm H2, therefore, a particular case of the H-infinity norm. The results of applying this type of 

control to the level control of steam generators showed that the H-infinity controller is more 

robust than the LQG/LTR controller regarding parameter uncertainties but loses in terms of 

settling time and steady-state error, because it has no integral action. These effects are not 

important to the level control of steam generators, but they can be in other cases. These cases 

refer to components other than steam generators, for which the use of various kinds of digital 

controllers will be considered, mainly for those cases which imply the use of a global digital 

controller for the whole system instead of several local digital controllers. As these research 

cases are still open for investigation, one is not sure about which effects are important for each 

case. The steam generator level control was initially investigated because there clearly are non-

linear effects caused by the swell and shrink phenomena, which lead to reactor shutdown. In this 

sense, other cases refer to a broad research on digital controllers for the whole plant control 

instead of a specific digital controller for steam generator level control. In addition, the H-

infinity method, unlike the LQG/LTR method, does not assume disturbances in the system that 

are modeled by Gaussian or white noise type, which does not occur in most disorders in various 

operating conditions of nuclear power plants. 

 

The μ-synthesis method has been investigated for the level control of steam generators of French 

nuclear plants of Electricité de France (EDF) [2], applied to the analysis of robustness with 

respect to stability and performance of the control law obtained with the H-infinity method in the 

presence of parametric uncertainties, where the frequency is treated as an uncertain parameter 

(large load oscillations). 

 

The LQR method was chosen because it has a theorem that guarantees the controller stability [3]. 

We left for future research the performance comparison between LQR controllers and 

LQG/LTR, μ synthesis and H-infinity controllers (see conclusions), considering the advantages 

and disadvantages mentioned above. 

 

In linear models, a system to be controlled is modeled by the state equations: 

 

        𝑑𝑥/𝑑𝑡 = 𝐴𝑥(𝑡) + 𝐵𝑢(𝑡)       (1) 
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      𝑦(𝑡) = 𝐶𝑥(𝑡)         (2) 

 

The LQR method is based on the optimal performance given by the functional: 

 

                          𝐽 = ∫ 𝑥𝑇(𝑡)𝑄1𝑥(𝑡)𝑑𝑡 + 𝑢𝑇(𝑡)𝑄2(𝑡)𝑢(𝑡)      (3) 

 

A solution for the LQR problem above is given as follows [4][5] by a control law, where u is a 

vector containing control variables fixed by the designer and x is a vector of state variables: 

 

                                  𝑢(𝑡) = −𝐾𝑥(𝑡)         (4) 

 

                                  𝐾 = 𝑄2
−1𝐵𝑇𝑃         (5) 

 

where P is a solution of the algebraic matrix Riccati equation 

 

                        𝑃𝐴 − 𝐴𝑇𝑃 − 𝑄1 + 𝑃𝐵𝑄2
−1𝐵𝑇𝑃 = 0      (6) 

 

while Q1 and Q2 are correlation matrices whose values are fixed by the designer. 

 

 

3. DYNAMIC MODEL OF PWRs [6][7] 

 

We will now discuss the five most important reactor control mechanisms. The most important 

control of the nuclear power plant is the control rods system, which operates at the speed and 

direction of movement in accordance with the power difference between the power generated by 

the nuclear reactor and the power measured in the steam turbine, and the average temperature 

program (average temperature vs. reactor power plots). 

 

The second is the pressurizer pressure control, which actuates relief or spray valves, as well as 

electric heaters to keep the pressure of the reactor cooling circuit around its nominal pressure 

required to prevent boiling of coolant (water) when removing heat from the reactor core to the 

steam generators, which transfer heat to the conventional secondary circuit composed by a 

turbine-generator set and its steam extraction systems, as well as feedwater systems and 

condensate systems. 

 

The third is the pressurizer level control system, which controls the pressurizer level according to 

the reactor average temperature, maintaining the reactor coolant inventory in the reactor and 

controlling the coolant expansion and contraction. This system operates valves and pumps in the 

chemical and volume control system that is connected to reactor cooling circuit through injection 

and discharge lines. 

 

The fourth is the steam generator level control based on the power level generated in turbine 

acting pumps and valves of the main steam system and feedwater system. This receives control 

signals of steam flow, feedwater flow, nuclear power and water level in the steam generators.  
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The fifth is the steam turbine bypass control, in the case of turbine shutdown or load rejection, 

for example, operating valves that divert steam from the steam generator to the turbine 

condenser, cooled by service water system, thus acting as an ultimate heat sink necessary to 

remove heat from the reactor core, including its residual heat after reactor shutdown. This 

receives control signals from the mean reactor temperature, steam pressure and turbine-generator 

load. 

 

According to the description above, we need a quantitative formulation to model the following 

processes in a nuclear power plant: 

 

1. Neutron kinetics; 

2. Nuclear Fuel; 

3. Primary circuit (core, pressure vessel, cold/hot legs, primary pump) with heat transfer to 

coolant and boron acid distribution, as well as volumetric control; 

4. Pressurizer model with separation of water and steam phases, coupled with spray valves, 

relief/safety valves and electric heaters; 

5. Steam generator with primary tubes heat transfer to secondary shell in both ascending and 

descending directions, as well as riser, downcomer, drum water/drum steam regions, 

inlet/outlet chambers and moisture-steam separators and water/steam separation in 

secondary side; 

6. Main steam system with relief and safety valves; 

7. Steam bypass to condenser system; 

8. Turbine (high and low pressure parts) plus reheater and moisture separator, and 

electrohydraulic control; 

9. Preheaters and condenser/service water system; 

10. Feedwater (normal and emergency) and condensate systems; 

11. Electric generator and frequency/voltage control system; 

12. Electric power grid. 

 

It is necessary to put the equations developed in these models in a linear form in order to get the 

state equations described in (1) and (2) [8]. We are working with a partial model, where the 

secondary side and electric grid (including electric generator) are not simulated (see items 7 to 

12 in the list above). Only the safety and relief valves of the steam generators are represented in 

the model for the secondary side. The boron acid distribution and volumetric control are not 

simulated, too. This decreases the number of transients and accidents to be simulated (see next 

section), but it is possible to study several events analyzed in safety reports. In future works the 

model will be improved with the lacking systems (see conclusions). 

 

One point to be remembered is that the controller performance needs to be investigated before 

the actuation of the protection system, causing a reactor trip. The Integrated Digital Control 

System will not be studied in the operation phase from hot shutdown to cold shutdown because 

we are interested in evaluating the performance to keep the plant in power operation and in a safe 

condition. Therefore, we do not need to model safety systems that are required soon after reactor 

trip and long term operation, such as the Residual Heat Removal System, the Safety Injection 
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System, Containment Systems, Emergency Diesel Generators, as well as the Component Cooling 

System for the heat sources of such systems. 

 

Considering the partial model with the restrictions mentioned above, the linearized model 

equations are described in [8], except by the fact that the simplified steam generator model is 

replaced by the complete model described as Model C in [9], which reproduces all features 

displayed in item 5 above. We programmed these linearized equations in MATLAB
TM

 language 

and they will be tested with a transient set that is discussed in the next section. 

 

 

4. APLLICATION TO DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENTS AND BENCHMARK SCENARIO 

 

The simulation model described in the previous section will be tested with accidents and 

transients discussed in [10], to evaluate the performance of the LQR Digital Controller. 

 

As mentioned earlier, the accidents that are important to our analysis are those with no reactor 

shutdown in the initial period of the event but there is sufficient time taken to assess controller 

performance. First, however, it becomes necessary to evaluate through some benchmark scenario 

before proceeding to more complex scenarios. For this, we chose a scenario proposed in [11], 

whose results are shown in Figures 1 – 4. 

 

This scenario refers to the Robinson nuclear power plant, a 2,200 MWe three-loop Westinghouse 

designed plant with initial perturbations in the state variable vector, specifically nuclear power 

equal to 400 MW, steam pressure equal to 10.07 psig and hot leg temperature equal to 347.24 
o
F. 

Additionally, an external power disturbance has been inserted, coming from the power 

transmission grid by means of a exponentially dumped sinusoidal oscillation. 

 

Figure 1 displays a group of reactor core parameters. The equivalent results displayed in [11] 

were obtained by a discrete LQR controller. A comparison of both results shows that they agree, 

in general. 
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Figure 1: Reactor core parameters  

 

 

Figure 2 displays the results for the primary system. Notice that the results for the steam 

generator output plenum temperature do not agree with the equivalent results displayed in [11] 

because the steam generator model we have used is more detailed, as discussed in Section 3. As 

to the primary steam generator, we notice that the variation in our results (last plot in Figure 2) 

show a variation of almost 60 
o
F in comparison with the highest variation of around 17 

o
F in 

[11]. However, we may explain this difference by the fact that out steam generator model is 

much more detailed, so a highest variation in the steam generator primary side temperature is 

expected while a lowest variation in the steam generator secondary side temperature is to be 

observed, as we will discuss later. 
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Figure 2: Parameters of primary system 

 

In Figure 3, it should be noticed that, as in the model of Ref. [11] there is only one region for the 

steam generator primary temperature, we cannot compare the result presented in the first plot of 

the figure. In what concerns the steam generator metal temperature, the plot related to metal 

temperature 1, we can see an initial variation of about 30 
o
F, while in [11], this initial variation is 

of about 10 
o
F. However, as our model is more detailed, we also present a second metal 

temperature, whose initial variation is of about 15 
o
F. The comparison of the steam generator 

steam pressure results show that our results display a maximum initial variation of about 10 psi, 

while those in [11] display an initial variation of around 27 
o
F. This can be explained by the fact 

that the simplified model in [11] assumes heat transfer is performed in a more efficient manner, 

while this does not happen with the detailed model discussed in Section 3. It should also be noted 

that the simplified model in [11] does not consider the last four parameters displayed in Figure 3. 

This is an advantage of our model. 
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Figure 3: Parameters of GV secondary system 

 

 

The results presented in Figure 4 are related to control variables. The first plot displays the 

power external perturbation plot, which although modeled in [11], is not plotted therein. It can be 

seen that the external perturbation behavior is that of a dumped oscillator. The behavior of the 

remaining control variables with the exception of the last one shows good agreement. The model 

in [11] does not consider steam generator relief valves, so that we do not have how to compare 

the results of the last curve displayed. However, this control explains the difference in feedwater 

control whose values are much greater in [11] due to two reasons: the control of the secondary 

side of the steam generator is based not only on feedwater flow, but also on steam flow. In our 

case, steam flow control reduces the need for feedwater flow control. The second reason is the 

fact that the steam pressure in our case is lesser than that in [11], as discussed earlier. 
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Figure 4: Control and external perturbation parameters  

 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

The dynamic model we have written with the help of Matlab
TM

 showed that the results obtained 

are reliable as compared to those of Ref. [11], which was used as a benchmark. The next steps in 

our work will be firstly to detail the secondary side of the plant according to the items displayed 

in Section 3. Secondly, we will model the pressurizer spray system because it means to add an 

additional term in the pressurizer equation only and later using the transient scenarios displayed 

in [10] and testing different digital controllers mentioned in Section 2 to evaluate its 

performance. One of the most promising control models is the non-linear control model, as 

discussed in [1], due to the different unknown non-linear features in reactor transient and 

accident simulation. A great issue in this context is the fact that, although control is non-linear, 

the state model equations are linearized. 

 

The linearization techniques applied in the state equations of this paper assume that the system 

presents a smooth non linearity and a continuous derivative. This linearization can be valid for 
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small signals considering disturbances in the system state around an equilibrium point. On the 

other hand, more sophisticated non-linear control techniques seek to overcome the restriction 

imposed by small signals. For example, in the state feedback linearization, we must identify a 

transformation, characterized by a control law and variables changes, using the Lie derivative, 

which provides a time-invariant linear system when applied to a nonlinear system [12]. 

 

 

LIST OF ACRONYMS 

 

FSAR  Final Safety Analysis Report 

I & C  Instrumentation & Control 

LQG   Linear Quadratic Gaussian 

LQR  Linear Quadratic Regulator 

LTR  Loop Transfer Recovery 

PID  Proportional Integrative Derivative 

PWR  Pressurized Water Reactor 
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